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Written by Steve Jackson and William A. Barton Cover art Alan Gutierrez Illustrated by Michael Barrett GURPS Line Editor: Sean Punch 66 pages. Pdf. Price $2.99 Stock number 30-6500 Always available – Click here to buy! 64 pages. Softcover, i'm sorry. Suggested retail price $7.95 Stock number 6500
ISBN 1-55634-108-3 From printing – Click here for vendor data The strange new holy space atlas is your guide to 28 Old Borders Sector star systems. On the edge of the explored universe you will find the bazaars of the Bollux, rival religious fanatics Bannaur and Drayhoah, the carnivorous plants of the
Talismana . . . Adventures galore. Each description of the world includes the entire Planetary Record Sheet, with an overview of the entire star system and a detailed description of the planet itself, using the GURPS Space format . . . planetary map, atmosphere and gravity, the length of day and flight,
population, government, resources, economy, biosphere and peculiarities. Some worlds include descriptions and statistics of game for humans, animals, plants or vehicles found on this planet. Adventurous proposals are included for every world. The Space Atlas is designed to fit into any action. You can
use the world together (maps of the entire Old Borders sector are included), or you can select individual councils and include them in an existing campaign. In the introduction to the book are historical and background information that corresponds to the corporate worlds in four different universes: Anarchy,
Alliance, Federation or Interstellar Empire. The Space Atlas is designed specifically for GURPS Space, but can be used by GM of any interstellar role-playing campaign. Check out our GURPS Resources page for general GURPS tools. Privacy Policy | Contact Us Written by David L. Pulver and Stephen
Dedman Edited by Jeff Koke Cover by Alan Gutierrez Illustrated by Darrell Midgette GURPS Line Editor: Sean Punch 131 pages. Pdf. Price $8.00 Stock number 30-6509 Always available – Click here to buy! 128 pages. Softcover, i'm sorry. Suggested Retail Price $19.95 Stock Number 6509 ISBN 1-
55634-209-8 Out Of Print – Click here for information about The Chaos vendor on Galaxy's Edge! This double-size space atlas is your guide to the two worst neighborhoods in the galaxy – the divided Phoenix Sector and the chaotic saga sector. The 49 systems are presented with detailed descriptions of
planets, a inhabited asteroid belt and the mysterious Phoenix Nebula. This is the most flexible space atlas ever. You can combine sectors, use them separately, or select individual worlds, and turn them on to your campaign. The introduction of each sector includes historical and basic information that can
be included in any type of campaign – anarchy, federation, corporate state or empire. Proposals for combining two sectors and using these sectors as flags are also included . or enemies! Each description of the world includes a complete Record Sheet with an overview of the entire star system and a
detailed description of the planet itself, according to the GURPS Space format. Each description includes a two-color planetary map, atmospheric and ecological data, population, government and much more. Many of the world's descriptions contain new animals, aliens and vehicles – all with complete
game statistics. Also included are the cost of point signs for playing four different alien races and three types of genetically modified people. The Space Atlas series is designed specifically for SPACE GURPS, but can be used in any interstellar role-playing game. Check out our GURPS Resources page for
general GURPS tools. Privacy Policy | Contact US GURPS Space is a stellar source book for GURPS – now revised and expanded for its third edition. On 160 pages of GURPS Space you will find: Scientifically accurate and updated rules for the creation of star systems and planets . . . randomly or
corresponds to a particular campaign. Detailed guidelines for the formation of futuristic and foreign governments and associations. An informed view of the technologies of tomorrow: what will be, what could be and continue! Funding to create characters for space campaigns involving 24 types of
characters, three variants of the human race and four alien races. Full list of science-fiction equipment, including weapons, accessories and medical technology. Realistic treatment of the dangers of noisy atmospheres, crushing gravity, vacuum, radiation, and other dangers of travel and space exploration.
Self-containment ship building system compatible with GURPS vehicles covering TL8 (around the corner) to TL13+ (superscience). Perfect rules for fighting ships - no ship counters, only role-playing - for playing battles of the ship to the ship. GURPS Space does not moor your game on a single
background. Instead, it is aimed at a creative GM that wants to develop its own universe! This book presents the widest choice and background information so you can re-create your favorite science-fantastic background - or build your own. Years in the making and now extensively revised and updated,
GURPS Space is a survey of the entire space-adventure genre as it relates to role-playing. If you are willing to create your own future. It's yours. Winner of the 1988 Origins award for Best Roleplaying Supplement! Written by Steve Jackson/David L. Pulver/William Barton Cover art Alan Gutierrez, the 1991
GURPS Space Atlas 4 is a scientifically fantastic complement published by Steve Jackson Games in 1991 for GURPS Space. Publication history As the name suggests, GURPS Space Atlas 4 is the fourth encyclopedia of planets and planetary systems for use in gurps space campaigns, one written by
David Pulver and Stephen Dedman, with illustrations by David Midgette, and an art cover by Alan Gutierrez. In the 2014 book Designers & Dragons: The 80s, the historian of the game Shannon he noted that the GURPS Space Atlases (1988-1991), the GURPS Space Bestiar (1990) and GURPS Aliens
(1990) helped complete the GURPS space world. [1]:41 Reception #190 In the February 1993 issue of the dragon, Rick Swan called the book an invaluable reference not only for GURPS Space enthusiasts, but also for the science fiction games of all verifiers. Swan concluded by giving the book an
excellent rating of 4.5 stars out of 5, saying: quality writing, efficient graphics, and variety of entries distinguish Space Atlas 4 from its run-of-the-mill competitions. [2] References ^ Shannon Appelcline (2014). Designers & Dragons: The '80s. Evil Hat Productions. ISBN 978-1-61317-081-6. ↑ Swan, Rick
(February 1993). Opinions on role-playing. Dragon. TSR, Inc. (190): 70. Retrieved from Randy McDonald (rfmcdpei) wrote: 2005-10-18 14:19:00 Randy McDonald rfmcdpei 2005-10-18 14:19:00 When I was ten years old, I collected 4 books--1, 2, 3 and 4-u GURPS-wrapper series Space Atlas. Any book
containing a collection of pre-regenerated worlds for use with GURPS Space or most other space RPG systems, these worlds organized into sectors (a single sector for the first three books, the related phoenix and saga sector in Space Atlas 4, a few dozen worlds per sector) have excited me. These
books, as I thought, have done an interesting and more competent job of describing the fragments of a distant future interstellar society. Space Atlas 2, My first aquisition described a sector of total dominating corporate governments, but the Space Atlas 3 is a display of a recently formed interstellar
confederacy of worlds housed by generations of starships, Space Atlas 1 is a display of generic long-inhabited rear sector, but space atlas 4 is a display of 1 sector locked in a cold battle of two interstellar countries and ahnari hinterland. It seems to me that these were impressive images of the future. Ever
since I grew up. As far as I want, I can't find any reason to RPG.net comments (Space Atlas 1, Space Atlas 2, Space Atlas 3, Space Atlas 4). Apart from the chemist's simple flaws in slacking-- the contradictions between the planetary guide and the accompanying text, especially -- the various titles in the
Space Atlas series don't do a very good job of communicating the sense of real interstellar community. How can sub-insuated worlds compete for influence with worlds home to ten or hundreds more people? How can the whole sector adopt a unified form of government? How can worlds orbiting the
smoke of red dwarfs not be tidelocyte? How can B super-warriors have planets? This, as of course, should be, raises the question of how interesting these books are and their settings. Maybe I'm a boy from the early 21st century. science fiction in the broadest sense, but as Pompe observed elsewhere,
how can the realm of literature, which rewards its loyalty to nature, completely de-establish what worlds, and planetary systems, and human communities, actually resemble? I can handle a certain amount of non-compromity, but you can pass that limit, and you're going to lose me completely. On April 9, I
deleted my LiveJournal. I've written about it in length. Sm enough to say that I share the concerns of many others... The Financial Post carries a report from Alastair Sharp, who reported that Trump Tower, which is in charge here in Toronto, had not received any offers, and that... D-Brief shares a rare
video of the whales on the move. The dangerous u.S. finds that someone actually started selling unauthorized action... Stock Image Caption Zustand: in gebrauchtem, gutem Zustand, aus Privatbesitz, geringe Lese- Lagerspuren, Altersgemaesse kleinere Maengel sind nicht immer extra aufgefuehrt.,
Rechnung mit ausgewiesener MwSt.(ISBN 393063516X), Verlag: Pegasus Spiele, Ausgabe von 1996-01-01, Einband: Broschiert, Gewicht 522 Mr. Inventory Seller # E310938 Additional information about this seller | Contact the dealer 2. Stock Image About this Item: GURPS 1st-3rd Edition - Space,
1999. Paperback. Condition: acceptable. Moderate to heavy notes, marking, highlighting, noticeable costumes and tears, wearing headlines, poured pages. Vendor Inventory # 1556343906_abe_ac More Information About This Salesperson | Contact the dealer 6. Stock Image About this item: Steve
Jackson Games, 1991. Paperback. Condition: acceptable. Moderate to heavy notes, marking, highlighting, noticeable costumes and tears, wearing headlines, poured pages. Seller's Stock # 1556341725_abe_ac More Information About This Salesperson | Contact the dealer 13. About this Element: Steve
Jackson Games, 2002. Soft cover. Condition: As new. 3, 2014 in New York. Almost a new condition 2002 2. print the third edition of Paperback. Publisher, cover page formatting, title, and author as shown. A few slight signs of handshake to cover. 175 clean pages of English text with b&amp;w illustrations,
no captions. Approx dims: 275mm h x 215mm w x 12mm d. Seller's Stock # ABE-6167325982 More information about this seller | Contact the dealer 15. Page 2 Stock Image About this item: Gallimard Editions, 1986. Ausreichend/Acceptable: Exemplar mit vollständigem Text und sämtlichen Abbildungen
oder Karten. Schmutztitel stage Vorsatz können fehlen. Einband bzw. Schutzumschlag weisen unter Umständen starke Gebrauchsspuren auf. / Describes a book or dusty jacket that has complete text pages (including those with maps or tablets), but may be missing final papers, full title, etc. (to be
described). Weave, dusty jacket (if any), etc. can also be worn. Seller's Stock # M02070562441-B More information about this seller | Contact the dealer 2. Stock Image About this item: Wilhelm GmbH, 1993. 1993. Exemplar mit vollständigem Text und sämtlichen Abbildungen oder Karten. Schmutztitel
stage Vorsatz können fehlen. Einband bzw. Schutzumschlag weisen unter Umständen starke Gebrauchsspuren auf. / Describes a book or dusty jacket that has complete text pages (including those with maps or tablets), but may be missing final papers, full title, etc. (to be described). Weave, dusty jacket
(if any), etc. can also be worn. Seller's Stock # M03442242037-B More information about this seller | Contact the dealer 4. Stock Image On this item: Gallimard editions, 1984. Ausreichend/Acceptable: Exemplar mit vollständigem Text und sämtlichen Abbildungen oder Karten. Schmutztitel stage Vorsatz



können fehlen. Einband bzw. Schutzumschlag weisen unter Umständen starke Gebrauchsspuren auf. / Describes a book or dusty jacket that has complete text pages (including those with maps or tablets), but may be missing final papers, full title, etc. (to be described). Weave, dusty jacket (if any), etc.
can also be worn. Vendor Inventory # M02070332705-B More information about this seller | Contact the dealer 5. Stock Image About this Item: Wizard Books, 2002. Paperback. Condition: Good. Slight browning to the edges of the page Good status is defined as: a copy that has been purified but remains
in a pure state. All sides are unaspy and the lid is unsuppressed and the spine can show signs of wearing. The book may have smaller labels that are not specifically mentioned. Most items will be shipped on the same or the next business day. Vendor Stock # wbb0015930948 More information about this
seller | Contact the dealer 8. Stock Image About this item: Icon Books Ltd., 2009. Paperback. Condition: Good. Ex library copy with normal stamps/labels Good status is defined as: a copy that has been purified but remains in a clean state. All sides are unaspy and the lid is unsuppressed and the spine
can show signs of wearing. The book may have smaller labels that are not specifically mentioned. Most items will be shipped on the same or the next business day. Seller's Stock # wbb0015099219 More information about this seller | Contact the dealer 10. Stock Image About this Item: Editions Gallimard,
2003. Ausreichend/Acceptable: Exemplar mit vollständigem Text und sämtlichen Abbildungen oder Karten. Schmutztitel stage Vorsatz können fehlen. Einband bzw. Schutzumschlag weisen unter Umständen starke Gebrauchsspuren auf. / Describes a book or dusty jacket that has complete text pages
(including those with maps or tablets), but may be missing final papers, full title, etc. (to be described). Weave, dusty jacket (if any), etc. can also be worn. Seller's Stock # M02070333108-B More Information About This Vendor | Contact the dealer 13. Stock Image About this Item: Icon Books Ltd.
03/09/2009, 2009. That's very good. This book is in very good condition and will be dispatched within 24 hours after There may be some limited signs of wearing on the cover, but the pages are clean, intact and the spine remains unharmed. This book has so far been obviously well maintained and looked
after. Money back guarantee if you are not satisfied. Check out all our books here, order more than 1 book and get discount delivery. . Seller's Stock # 7719-9781848310766 More information about this seller | Contact the dealer 15. Stock Image On this item: Issues Gallimard, 1985.
Ausreichend/Acceptable: Exemplar mit vollständigem Text und sämtlichen Abbildungen oder Karten. Schmutztitel stage Vorsatz können fehlen. Einband bzw. Schutzumschlag weisen unter Umständen starke Gebrauchsspuren auf. / Describes a book or dusty jacket that has complete text pages (including
those with maps or tablets), but may be missing final papers, full title, etc. (to be described). Weave, dusty jacket (if any), etc. can also be worn. Seller's Stock # M02070332861-B More information about this seller | Contact the dealer on 16. Stock Image About this item: The Wizard of Books, 2010.
Paperback. Condition: Good. Light foxes on the edges of the page Good status is defined as: a copy that has been purified but remains in a pure state. All sides are unaspy and the lid is unsuppressed and the spine can show signs of wearing. The book may have smaller labels that are not specifically
mentioned. Most items will be shipped on the same or the next business day. Seller's Stock # wbb0014995579 More information about this seller | Contact the dealer on 17. Stock Image About this Item: Wizard Books, 2003. Paperback. Condition: Good. Slight browning to the edges of the page Good
status is defined as: a copy that has been purified but remains in a pure state. All sides are unaspy and the lid is unsuppressed and the spine can show signs of wearing. The book may have smaller labels that are not specifically mentioned. Most items will be shipped on the same or the next business day.
Vendor Stock # wbb0015785450 More information about this seller | Contact the dealer 19. Stock Image About this item: Icon Books Ltd 04/02/2010, 2010. Condition: Very good. This book is in very good condition and will be dispatched within 24 hours of order. There may be some limited signs of
wearing on the cover, but the pages are clean, intact and the spine remains unharmed. This book has so far been obviously well maintained and looked after. Money back guarantee if you are not satisfied. Check out all our books here, order more than 1 book and get discount delivery. . Seller's Stock #
7719-978184831112111111111111111111111 More information about this seller | Contact the 21st century dealer. Seller Picture About this Item: Goldmann Verlag, 08.06.2009., 2009. Status: Sehr gut. Auflage: 1. Auflage. 384 Seiten Mängel-Ex. Leicht nachgedunkelt. Seiten sehr sauber LH-1-2-3
Sprache: Deutsch Gewicht in Gramm: 297 12.0 x 3.0 x 18.5 cm, Vendor Inventory # 57179 More information this seller | Contact the dealer 25. Page 3 3
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